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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel three-phase phase-locked
loop (PLL) algorithm, which focuses on the reforming of the pri-
mary signals before grid synchronization rather than improving
the phase estimation methodologies. The unbalanced signals are
reformed to balanced ones without damage to the phase angle,
through which the negative sequence of the grid voltages is re-
moved. This eliminates the estimation errors of conventional syn-
chronous reference frame PLL and enhances its response speed
with a higher bandwidth. The reforming process is supposed to be
carried out at every zero-crossing point of the three-phase voltages
and choose one phase as reference to balance the other two. Coef-
ficients for the signal reforming are calculated at one zero-crossing
point and updated until the next comes. In implementation, a cer-
tain phase is chosen as the reference all along and the reforming
process will be suspended when it just crosses the zero line. This
PLL algorithm has a fast and precise character to reform the three-
phase grid voltages and is flexible for application. Under heavily
distorted grid conditions, it can still perform effectively even with
multiple zero-crossings. Comprehensive experimental results from
a digital signal processor-based laboratory prototype are provided
to validate the performance of this PLL algorithm.

Index Terms—Phase-locked loop (PLL) algorithm, signal re-
forming, synchronous reference frame PLL (SRF-PLL), three
phase, zero-crossing point.

I. INTRODUCTION

GRID synchronization, especially under distorted grid con-
ditions, involving three-phase imbalances and harmonics,

is of high importance for most grid-connected power convert-
ers, such as active power filters [1]–[3], uninterrupted power
supplies [4], [5], static synchronous compensators [6], [7], dis-
tributed generations [8]–[10], etc. Generally, fast and accurate
phase estimation is always crucial for the stable operation and
the dynamic recovery of these systems, such as the cases of
low-voltage ride-through and fault ride-through of wind tur-
bines [11], [12].

A variety of open-loop grid synchronization techniques are re-
ported in literatures, which are usually based on Fourier transfor-
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mation [13], [14], weighted least-square estimation [15], extend
Kalman filter [16], space-vector filtering [17], etc. These tech-
niques perform satisfactorily when the grid frequency is close
to the nominal value. However, as the input frequency shifts,
the deviation will deteriorate the performance of these tech-
niques. Though improvements are introduced and employed,
the increase of the dynamic recovery time and the complexity
during implementation is always unavoidable. In [14], a novel
Fourier transformation-based grid synchronization method has
been proposed. With a frequency detector, a reference signal
generator, and low-pass notch (LPN) filters, the grid phase an-
gle can be estimated effectively. But when the grid frequency
shifts, the LPN filters should be redesigned accordingly. Then,
a series of fourth-order LPN filters are needed for an adaptive
regulation, which is not a simple work for grid synchronizations
and also powerful processors may be necessary.

Actually, in practical application, closed-loop based
phase-locked loops (PLL) are the most widespread grid syn-
chronization algorithms due to their simplicity and flexibility.
Numerous PLLs have been proposed and the basic scheme used
in three-phase systems is the synchronous reference frame PLL
(SRF-PLL) [18]–[20]. In SRF-PLL, the three-phase grid volt-
ages (va , vb , and vc ) are first transformed to synchronous ro-
tating reference frame as vd and vq and then its phase angle
is estimated by feeding back and regulating vq as zero. Under
ideal sinusoidal grid conditions, the SRF-PLL performs effec-
tively with a very high bandwidth, providing rapid and accurate
phase angle estimation. However, if the input signals are dis-
torted by three-phase imbalances or harmonics (imbalance is
one of the distortion patterns), the bandwidth of the SRF-PLL
needs to be reduced to perform proper filtering. Especially to
cancel the fundamental negative sequences from imbalances,
which acts as second-order component and locates at the low
frequency segment of vq , the bandwidth should be dramatically
reduced further to generate an acceptable result. Advanced PLL
schemes are developed to achieve an improvement, most of
which dedicate to extract the fundamental positive sequences
from the primary voltage signals. In [21] and [22], double-SRF
PLL (DSRF-PLL) and decoupled DSRF-PLL (DDSRF-PLL)
are presented, respectively. The DDSRF-PLL applies two rotat-
ing synchronous reference frames, which have the same angular
speed but in opposite directions for the rotation transforma-
tion and then a decoupling network is designed to extract the
fundamental positive sequence of the grid voltages. SRF-PLL
with a sinusoidal signal integrator is proposed in [23] and a
double second-order generalized integrator-based PLL is pro-
posed in [24]. These PLLs show excellent performances, but the
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implementation is always complicated. Delayed signal
cancellation-based PLL (DSC-PLL) is applied in [25]–[27] to
eliminate the negative-sequence component in unbalanced grids
and also to cancel any given harmonics, but improper sampling
rate or system frequency shift could result in estimation devia-
tions and also their complexity always require multiple digital
signal processors.

For the closed-loop based PLLs, another important issue is
system modeling. The scheme of advanced PLLs mostly put
a specific filtering stage within or before the control loop of
SRF-PLL, named in-loop filtering and prefiltering, respectively.
To design the filtering stage and also to evaluate the perfor-
mance of these PLLs, system modeling is always essential. The
prefiltering stage, according to the reference frame, can be car-
ried out under natural (abc), stationary (αβ) and synchronous
(dq) reference frames. Modeling of these prefiltering type PLLs
mostly assumes the prefiltering stage and the SRF-PLL as two
independent parts. But in [28], to improve their dynamic per-
formance, the author has developed an efficient approach to
design the control parameters, taking the SRF-PLL and the pre-
filtering stage as a whole. As to the in-loop filtering types,
where the filtering stage is integrated, they are always mod-
eled as an entirety. The study in [29] has demonstrated a design
oriented study of advanced SRF based in-loop filtering-type
PLLs. Several PLLs are modeled and analyzed in detail, after
which the parameter design guidelines are provided. Similarly,
on basis of system modeling, performance analysis and design
guidelines of moving average filter-based PLLs are illustrated
in [30].

This paper proposes a novel three-phase PLL algorithm,
which focuses on the reforming of the primary signals be-
fore phase estimation. It dedicates to eliminate the negative
sequence of the three-phase imbalances. The emphasis of this
work is reforming of primary signals rather than improving the
grid synchronization methodologies. Through reforming, un-
balanced voltages, with or without harmonics, are converted
to balanced ones, and then the conventional SRF-PLL with a
higher bandwidth could be applied for phase estimation, which
could promise faster dynamic response and less estimation er-
rors with a higher bandwidth. The reforming process is supposed
to be carried out at every zero-crossing point of the three-phase
voltages and a certain phase is chosen as reference to balance
the other two. This technique has fast and precise character to
reform the three-phase voltages under distorted grid conditions
and is flexible for application.

As to the signal reforming technique, in single-phase PLLs,
signal generation, which has always been a typical solution,
can be broadly regarded as one of its applications to some ex-
tent. In [31] and [32], two phase generators are designed under
stationary reference frame to generate vα and vβ , after which
grid synchronization is implemented. However, in three-phase
PLLs, few can be found in recently published works that focus
on signal reforming. The main point of the proposed PLL in this
work is signal reforming before grid synchronization, which
has a similar concept with the aforementioned prefiltering tech-
niques. Therefore, the proposed approach can also be regarded

Fig. 1. Scheme of the conventional SRF-PLL.

as a novel prefiltering technique and the existing modeling and
analysis knowledge will be beneficial.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II mainly analyzes
the conventional SRF-PLL under unbalanced and harmonic con-
ditions. Section III focuses on the signal reforming process of
the proposed PLL algorithm. Experimental results are presented
in Section IV to verify and validate the proposed PLL algorithm
and Section V draws the conclusions.

II. CONVENTIONAL SRF-PLL ALGORITHM

The scheme of the conventional SRF-PLL is shown in Fig. 1.
Three-phase grid voltages (va , vb , and vc ) are transformed as
vd and vq under synchronous rotating reference frame through
rotation transformation in expression (1). In Fig. 1, ωf is the
nominal value of the grid frequency and ωb is the estimated
grid frequency. For a better demonstration, the output of the PI
compensator ωa is also defined to have a frequency pattern. By
designing a feedback control loop, vq is regulated to zero and the
phase angle of the grid voltages is finally captured as θ, where
θ = ω0t + ϕ0 is also the phase angle for rotating transformation
in (1). With this SRF-PLL scheme, ω0 equals to the fundamental
frequency of the grid voltages in steady state

T3s/2r =
2
3

⎡
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⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (1)

In ideal balanced three-phase sinusoidal networks, the SRF-
PLL could be implemented with a high bandwidth and the phase
angle of the grid voltages could be rapidly and accurately cap-
tured, even under conditions of amplitude jump, phase deviation,
and frequency shift. For example, 50% amplitude jump (from
311 to 155.5 V), 90° phase deviation, and 5 Hz frequency in-
creasing (from 50 to 55 Hz) occur simultaneously at 0.05 s in
Fig. 2. But the recovery process of vq only lasts for about 3 ms
with proper PI parameters (Kp = 50 and Ki = 80000), which
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Fig. 2. Performance of SRF-PLL with high bandwidth, when balanced sinu-
soidal networks assured; (a) grid conditions; (b) estimated phase angle of the
input voltages; (c) curve of vq .

indicates that the SRF-PLL with high bandwidth performs ef-
fectively in dynamic processes.

However, when three-phase imbalances and harmonics oc-
cur, situation becomes worse. The conventional SRF-PLL al-
ways shows slow dynamic response and the related reasons are
analyzed next.

When three-phase imbalances occur and also odd harmonics
emerge, the grid voltages could be described as follows:

⎡
⎣

va

vb

vc

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Va1 cos(ω1t + ϕ1)

Vb1 cos(ω1t + ϕ1 − 2π/3)

Vc1 cos(ω1t + ϕ1 + 2π/3)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
unbalanced fundamental voltages

+
n∑

k=5,7,11...

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Vak cos k(ωt + ϕk )

Vbk cos k(ωt + ϕk − 2π/3)

Vck cos k(ωt + ϕk + 2π/3)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
unbalanced odd harmonics

(2)

where Va1 , Vb1 , and Vc1 have different values and represent
the amplitudes of the three unbalanced fundamental voltages.
ω1 and ϕ1 are the corresponding fundamental angular speed
and initial phase angle, respectively. Vak , Vbk , and Vck denote
the amplitudes of the kth harmonics in each phase and ϕk is
the corresponding initial phase angle; the amplitudes of the
harmonics, Vak , Vbk , and Vck are not necessarily the same,
which means that the harmonics may also be unbalanced. Note
that the three-phase imbalance mentioned here, including both
the fundamental and harmonic components, mainly concerns
the amplitude. This is almost the most typical imbalance pattern
in electric distribution networks. The absolute phase-difference
between every two fundamental or harmonic (with the same
order) waves remains 120 electrical degree and dc offsets of
them will also not be considered in this paper.

Then, in SRF rotating at ω1 , (2) is rewritten as follows:
eq. (3) shown as bottom of the next page. where Ak−1 , Bk−1 ,

Fig. 3. SRF-PLL performance in polluted networks without bandwidth reduc-
tion; (a) grid conditions; (b) estimated phase angle of the input voltage signals;
(c) curve of vq .

Ck−1 , and Dk−1 are the amplitudes of the harmonics and
Φ(k−1)a , Φ(k−1)b , Φ(k−1)c , and Φ(k−1)d denote their corre-
sponding initial phase angles. From (3), it could be seen that vq

consists of a dc component and harmonic components, where
the second-order component comes from the fundamental neg-
ative sequence of the voltages. The odd harmonics in the pri-
mary waveforms (2) are converted to even order types, having
achieved an order reduction.

Under aforementioned distorted grid conditions, the SRF-
PLL should be implemented with bandwidth reduction to per-
form proper filtering. Especially to eliminate the second-order
component in (3), which locates at the low frequency segment
of vq , the bandwidth should be reduced dramatically further to
generate an acceptable phase estimation result. This could be
realized by strengthening the integral link of PI compensator in
Fig. 1. This method ensures the phase estimation in steady state,
but the price is the dramatically drop of the dynamic speed of
SRF-PLL.

SRF-PLL performance comparisons without and with band-
width reduction are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The
test conditions for both schemes are the same, with three-phase
imbalances and harmonics considered: the fundamental ampli-
tudes Vb1 and Vc1 are assumed half and one-fifth of Va1 ; the
fifth, seventh, and eleventh harmonics are assumed 10%, 15%,
and 15% of the fundamental component, respectively; also a 90°
phase delay is set for the fundamental component, comparing
with the former well-balanced regular sinusoidal signals.

Under the grid conditions defined earlier, the perturbations
of vq are directly inherited by the phase estimation control loop
in the scheme without bandwidth reduction and the detected
phase angle is heavily distorted as displayed in Fig. 3(b). To at-
tenuate these perturbations, especially the second-order compo-
nent from three-phase fundamental imbalances, the bandwidth
is reduced by modifying the PI compensator as Kp = 0.5 and
Ki = 20. Then, the estimated phase angle is smoothed to an ac-
ceptable level in Fig. 4 under the same test conditions in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. SRF-PLL performance in polluted networks with bandwidth reduction;
(a) grid conditions; (b) estimated phase angle of the input voltage signals; (c)
curve of vq .

However, it is notable that the response time of the SRF-PLL
is prolonged to around 80 ms, which is much longer than the
previous 3 ms in Fig. 2.

Through the previous analysis, it could be seen that the con-
ventional SRF-PLL algorithm performs effectively to capture
the phase angle information under balanced sinusoidal grid con-
ditions, but it is not qualified for the three-phase imbalances and
harmonics. Though improvement can be achieved by reducing
the bandwidth of the control loop, the recovery time from dy-
namics will be dramatically prolonged as expenses. However,
if the three-phase imbalances could be eliminated before phase
estimation, the second-order component of vq that locates at its
low frequency segment would disappear. In that case, the high
bandwidth of SRF-PLL could be still assured, which means fast
response and less phase estimation error could be still promised.
The main point of this idea is signal reforming of the primary
voltages, which will be discussed in the following section.

III. REFORMING OF THE GRID VOLTAGES

As aforementioned, the SRF-PLL is qualified for amplitude
jump, phase deviation, and frequency-shift distortion patterns,

Fig. 5. Scheme of the proposed PLL algorithm.

Fig. 6. Unbalanced sinusoidal waveforms of the grid voltages.

but it cannot effectively cope with the three-phase imbalances
and harmonics. The proposed PLL algorithm in this work mainly
focuses on reforming of the three-phase input signals, which
dedicates to remove the unbalanced component before phase
estimation. The proposed scheme is depicted in Fig. 5, which
consists of a signal reforming stage and a following phase esti-
mation stage (conventional SRF-PLL in this work). va , vb , and
vc are the grid voltages and v∗

a , v∗
b , and v∗

c are defined as the new
voltages after signal reforming.

A. Signal Reforming Under Sinusoidal Conditions

For simplicity, signal reforming under sinusoidal grid con-
dition is first demonstrated in this section. The grid voltages
are displayed in Fig. 6, where amplitudes of va , vb , and vc dif-
fer from each other since zero. The same assumption is that
the three-phase imbalances mentioned here mainly concern the
amplitude of the grid voltages.

We define a status function mi (i = a, b, c) for the three-phase
grid voltages as expression (4). If the voltage is greater than zero,
the corresponding status is “1,” whereas if the voltage is smaller
than zero, the corresponding status is “0.” Then, excluding the
zero-crossing points, each phase voltage (va , vb , or vc ) has two

[
vd

vq

]
=

⎡
⎢⎣

Va1 + Vb1 + Vc1

3
cos(ϕ0 − ϕ1)

−Va1 + Vb1 + Vc1

3
sin(ϕ0 − ϕ1)

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
dc components

+

⎡
⎢⎣

2Va1 − Vb1 − Vc1

6
cos(2ω1t + ϕ1 + ϕ0)

−−2Va1 + Vb1 + Vc1

6
sin(2ω1t + ϕ1 + ϕ0)

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
second−order components

−

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

√
3(Vb1 − Vc1)

6
sin(2ω1t + ϕ1 + ϕ0)

√
3(Vb1 − Vc1)

6
cos(2ω1t + ϕ1 + ϕ0)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
second−order components

+
n∑

k=5,7,11...

⎡
⎣
Ak−1 sin(k − 1)(ω1t + φ(k−1)a) + Bk−1 cos(k − 1)(ω1t + φ(k−1)b)

Ck−1 sin(k − 1)(ω1t + φ(k−1)c) + Dk−1 cos(k − 1)(ω1t + φ(k−1)d)

⎤
⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
even−order harmonics

(3)
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TABLE I
STATES OF THE GRID VOLTAGES

Phase voltage status State Crossing phase

ma mb mc

1 0 1 X1 vc

1 0 0 X2 vb

1 1 0 X3 va

0 1 0 X4 vc

0 1 1 X5 vb

0 0 1 X6 va

statuses (“1” and “0”) and therefore, the three-phase voltages
could be described by eight combinations in one fundamental
period. Due to the three-phase voltages cannot be all positive or
all negative at the same time, the state (ma , mb , mc) = (1, 1, 1)
and (ma , mb , mc) = (0, 0, 0) would not appear. Therefore, all
the remaining states could be summarized in Table I, in which
they are defined as X1–X6 , respectively

mi |i=a,b,c =

{ ′′1′′, vi > 0
′′0′′, vi < 0.

(4)

In sinusoidal networks, the six states (X1–X6) are equally dis-
tributed amongst one fundamental period with the same phase
angle interval, as shown in Fig. 6. For each state, the correspond-
ing crossing phase is defined as the one that is going to cross
the zero line. For example, at the end of state X1 , vc crosses
the zero line rather than the others; therefore, vc is defined as
the crossing phase of state X1 . All the crossing phases in one
fundamental period are also listed in Table I. From the previous
definitions, the state identification of the grid voltages can be
achieved through detecting the voltage statuses.

For a generic demonstration, the grid voltages, expressed as
(5), are defined as v1 , v2 , and v3 . Their amplitudes and phase
angles are V1 , V2 , V3 and θ1 , θ2 , θ3 , respectively

⎡
⎢⎣

v1

v2

v3

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

V1 cos(θ1)

V2 cos(θ2)

V3 cos(θ3)

⎤
⎥⎦ . (5)

The three-phase voltages are unbalanced in amplitudes
(V1�V2�V3) and we define two coefficients k2 and k3 , which
satisfy relation (6). With k2 and k3 , a new voltage sequence (v1 ,
k2v2 , k3v3) could be derived as (7) and they are balanced, which
satisfy (8). This indicates that if k2 and k3 can be calculated
in time, new balanced signals could be generated without dam-
age to the concerned grid phase angle information. And with
this new balanced voltage sequence, the filtering pressure of the
following SRF-PLL could be dramatically reduced. Obviously,
fast calculations of k2 and k3 would be the main challenge for
the signal reforming technique

V1 = k2 × V2 = k3 × V3 (6)
⎡
⎢⎣

v1

k2v2

k3v3

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

V1 cos(θ1)

k2V2 cos(θ2)

k3V3 cos(θ3)

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

V1 cos(θ1)

V1 cos(θ2)

V1 cos(θ3)

⎤
⎥⎦ (7)

v1 + k2v2 + k3v3 = 0. (8)

When a zero-crossing point comes, assuming v2 as the cross-
ing phase, (8) becomes (9) at this point. In this case, coefficient
k3 could be exactly calculated using instantaneous values of v1
and v3 as (10)

v1 |v2 =0 + k3 × v3 |v2 =0 = 0 (9)

k3 = −v1 |v2 =0

v3 |v2 =0
. (10)

Since that k3 denotes the ratio between the amplitudes of v1
and v3 (V1 = k3V3 or V3 = V1/k3), and then either of v1 and v3
could be chosen as reference voltage to reform the other one (v2
cannot be the reference because it is zero at this point). Here,
v1 is chosen as the reference and the reformed v3 , denoted by
v∗

3 , can be derived through multiplying v3 with the coefficient
k3 . In this case, v∗

3 has the same amplitude with v1 finally, as
expressed follows:

v∗
3 =

(
−v1 |v2 =0

v3 |v2 =0

)
v3 = k3V3 cos(θ3) = V1 cos(θ3). (11)

The reforming of v3 through (10) and (11) only relates to the
amplitude and does not damage their phase angle information.
After this, the primary phase voltages v1 and v3 are successfully
balanced and only v2 is left for further reforming.

As aforementioned, define v∗
2 as the reformed signal of v2 ,

and according to the three-phase balance condition in (8), v∗
2

could be generated by

v∗
2 = −v1 − v∗

3 . (12)

Through (12), v∗
2 would have the same amplitude with that

of v1 and v∗
3 , and the new balanced v∗

2 is finally obtained. It is
notable that the calculation of k2 is not necessary anymore in
this step. Until now, the unbalanced three-phase input voltages
are successfully reformed to balanced sequences just at one
zero-crossing point.

After the reforming, v∗
2 and v∗

3 have got the same amplitude
(V1) with that of v1 . However, V1 is not necessarily the same with
the amplitude of the former well-balanced regular waveforms.
This means that through the reforming process, the imbalance
distortion is transformed to an amplitude jump pattern exactly
at the zero-crossing point, which is applicable for most grid
synchronization methods, including the conventional SRF-PLL.

In practical implementation, the signal reforming process is
supposed to be carried out at every zero-crossing point for a
successive revision of the grid voltages. The derived coefficient
keeps functioning until the next zero-crossing point comes and
then it is updated. Actually, at each zero-crossing point, the
corresponding crossing phase could not be employed as the
reference because it is zero, whereas either of the other two
could be. Since different zero-crossing points (from X1 to X6)
would emerge successively in one fundamental period, no phase
could keep qualification as reference for all the six zero-crossing
points. Therefore, multiple amplitude jump patterns would ap-
pear at each alternation of the reference voltages, which would
degrade the performance of the PLL algorithm. To overcome the
previous drawback, this work prefers another method. Taking
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Fig. 7. Reforming process of the primary signals at one zero-crossing point.

a certain phase (v1 as example) as the reference voltage for all
the zero-crossing points and at the zero-crossing points where
v1 crosses the zero line, the reforming process will be tem-
porary suspended and the coefficient just inherits the previous
value until the next zero-crossing point comes. The benefit is no
need of alternation of reference voltage, while the price is 1/6
period delay longer if imbalance happens when the reforming
process suspends. But it is still an effective method in practical
application.

Consequently, during operation, those zero-crossing points
should be distinguished from each other to guarantee the ef-
fective implementation of the signal reforming technique. One
approach is to detect the statuses of the voltages (ma , mb ,
mc ) and then utilizing Table I as the criterion. The other ap-
proach is to measure and check the instantaneous values of
three voltages. Once v1 becomes zero, v1 becomes the cross-
ing phase and the reforming process suspends; otherwise,
at other zero-crossing points, the reforming process operates
normally.

To demonstrate the reforming process, waveforms in Fig. 7
are picked out, where an imbalance distortion pattern occurs
at zero. We take va as the reference voltage and assume that
the reforming process also starts at zero. Before the first zero-
crossing point arrives, the state of the waveforms can be deter-
mined as (ma , mb , mc) = (0, 1, 1) through phase voltage status
detection. It indicates an X5 and the crossing phase will be vb

according to Table I. Then, the reforming process will be imple-
mented at this zero-crossing point, taking va as the reference.
Through (10) and (11), the balanced v∗

c can be derived at this
zero-crossing point. As displayed in Fig. 7, v∗

c would have the
same amplitude with that of va and the primary va and vc are
finally balanced. The next step is to calculate v∗

b on basis of va

and v∗
c . Through (12), v∗

b is generated exactly after the calcula-
tion of v∗

c . Also in Fig. 7, vb is balanced just at the following
step of the calculation of v∗

c . Until now, the signal reforming of
the primary three-phase waveforms is finally achieved exactly
at the zero-crossing point.

Since va is chosen as the reference, the reforming pro-
cess would suspends every two zero-crossing points, where
va crosses the zero line. Therefore, it will take longer
to reform the signals if the imbalance occurs in state X1
or X6 .

Through the previous reforming process, under sinusoidal
grid conditions, the unbalanced three-phase voltages could be
rapidly and precisely reformed to balanced sequences at one

zero-crossing point. It can remove the negative sequence of
the primary signals, which helps to enhance the PLL speed
and to eliminate the phase estimation errors from three-phase
imbalances.

B. Signal Reforming Under Harmonic Conditions

The signal reforming technique performs effectively in si-
nusoidal situations and moreover, it is supposed to survive the
harmonic distortions that widely exist in the utility grid. As
a great concern, odd harmonics are considered and integrated
into the previous waveforms in (5). The grid voltages are then
described as follows:

⎡
⎢⎣

v1

v2

v3

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

V1 cos(θ1)

V2 cos(θ2)

V3 cos(θ3)

⎤
⎥⎦ +

n∑
k=5,7,11...

⎡
⎢⎣

V1k cos(θ1k )

V2k cos(θ2k )

V3k cos(θ3k )

⎤
⎥⎦ (13)

where V1k , V2k , and V3k denote the kth harmonic amplitudes of
the three-phase voltages and θ1k , θ2k , and θ3k denote the kth har-
monic phase angles. The same assumption is that the three-phase
imbalance mentioned here, including both the fundamental and
harmonic components, only concerns the amplitudes.

There is a precondition for these harmonics: each harmonic
has the same imbalance degree with that of the corresponding
fundamental component. This means the amplitudes satisfy

{
V1 = k2 × V2 = k3 × V3

V1k = k2 × V2k = k3 × V3k .
(14)

Then, the reformed new voltage sequences (v1 , k2v2 , k3v3)
could be expressed as (15), in which the three-phase signals
have the same amplitude for both fundamental and harmonics
components and satisfy (8) (v1 + k2v2 + k3v3 = 0)

⎡
⎢⎣

v1

k2v2

k3v3

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

V1 cos(θ1)

V1 cos(θ2)

V1 cos(θ3)

⎤
⎥⎦ +

n∑
k=5,7,11...

⎡
⎢⎣

V1k cos(θ1k )

V1k cos(θ2k )

V1k cos(θ3k )

⎤
⎥⎦.

(15)
The same challenge of the signal reforming process comes

to the fast calculation of the coefficient k2 and k3 . Similar to
the previous sinusoidal scenario, for the new sequences, when
a zero-crossing point arrives (also assume v2 as the crossing
phase), (8) becomes (9) (v1 |v2=0 + k3 × v3 |v2=0 = 0) and k3
is calculated by

k3 = −v1 |v2 =0

v3 |v2 =0
=

V1

V3
=

V1k

V3k
. (16)

That means k3 is calculated by the instantaneous values of
v1 and v3 exactly at this zero-crossing point. Similarly, if v1 is
chosen as the reference, the reformed v∗

3 could be derived as
follows:

v∗
3 =

(
−v1 |v2 =0

v3 |v2 =0

)
v3 = k3v3

= V1 cos(θ3) +
n∑

k=5,7,11...

V1k cos(θ3k ). (17)
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Fig. 8. State identification under harmonics conditions; (a) slightly polluted
conditions without multiple zero-crossings; (b) heavily polluted conditions with
multiple zero-crossings.

Through (17), the fundamental and each harmonic component
in v∗

3 all have the same amplitude with that in v1 (V1 and V1k ),
which implies that the primary phase voltages v1 and v3 are
balanced consequently and only v2 is left for further reforming.

According to the three-phase balance condition (8), the ex-
pression of v∗

2 is the same with (12) (v∗
2 = –v1–v∗

3) and in this
case, the attempt to calculate k2 will not be necessary anymore.
v∗

2 is generated just at the following step of the calculation of v∗
3 .

Until now, the unbalanced three-phase grid voltages with har-
monics (the same imbalance degree with the corresponding fun-
damental component) are balanced exactly at the zero-crossing
point accurately.

Similar to the sinusoidal scenario, a certain phase v1 is chosen
as the reference all along and the signal reforming will be sus-
pended when v1 crosses the zero line. In the previous scenario,
the state of the voltages can be identified through detecting the
statuses (ma , mb , mc ) of the waveforms and then the crossing
phases can be predicted using Table I. This assures the effec-
tive operation of the signal reforming. When it comes to the
harmonic scenario, if the grid voltages are only slightly pol-
luted, the status detecting approach can maintain its efficiency
to predict zero-crossing points and the specification in Table I
sustains an effective criterion. As displayed in Fig. 8(a), after
distortion at zero, one single fundamental period still contains
six states. Though the interval between every two adjacent states
may not be the same anymore, the alignment does not change
and the criterion in Table I keeps available. However, with the
increasing of harmonics, multiple zero-crossings may occur and
therefore the status detecting approach may fail to identify the
zero-crossing points free of mistakes. In Fig. 8(b), after zero,
three zero-crossing points (X6 , X1 , and X6 in order) emerge
at a former state X6 , which is similar to other zero-crossing
points. This situation will confuse the previous state identifica-
tion approach and lead the signal reforming process to a total
failure.

Nevertheless, the aforementioned second approach, which is
on basis of voltage value monitoring, is still qualified under
multiple zero-crossing conditions. Through detecting the in-
stantaneous values of the three voltages and checking whether
they are zero or not, the zero-crossing points can be identified
accordingly. Because of the multiple zero-crossings, extra co-

Fig. 9. Zero-crossing detection of three-phase voltages with multiple zero-
crossings.

efficient calculation will be executed or suspended, but this has
no influence on the signal reforming results. As a consequence,
under harmonic pollution grid conditions, this approach will be
applied to identify those zero-crossing points.

Through analysis in this section, signal reforming is first
implemented before phase estimation. Unbalanced three-phase
voltages, with or without harmonics, can be effectively balanced
at one zero-crossing point. After that, the new derived sequences
are assigned to a conventional SRF-PLL for phase estimation.
The negative sequence of the primary signals is removed rapidly
and accurately and then the second-order component in vq un-
der SRF disappears. With balanced voltages input, the phase
estimation error from three-phase imbalances is eliminated and
the speed of the PLL can be greatly enhanced with a higher
bandwidth.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed signal
reforming-based PLL algorithm, experiments are carried out
on a 32-bit fixed-point 150 MHz DSP (TMS320F2812 from
Texas Instruments) with a sample rate of 10 kHz. To create
the experiment environment, an arbitrary three-phase waveform
generator based on a FPGA is applied to generate the waveforms.
Moreover, an eight channel D/A converter is used to output the
internal variables of the PLL algorithm. All the related variables
are displayed on a digital oscilloscope.

A. Zero-Crossing Detection

Zero-crossing detection is an important issue for the proposed
PLL algorithm, especially under multiple zero-crossing condi-
tions. Generally, analog and digital ways can be applied in im-
plementation. Though most may not be able to perfectly capture
the very precise zero-crossings, with acceptable tolerance, they
can perform satisfactorily. In the tests of this work, a digital way
is employed where A/D is applied. The discretized three-phase
voltages with multiple zero-crossings and the zoomed in details
are displayed in Fig. 9. For each phase voltage (va , vb , and vc ),
three zero-crossings emerge in the waveform when crossing the
zero line.

To guarantee the zero-crossing detection, during operation,
every two adjacent values of each phase voltage (va , vb , and
vc ) are detected and memorized successively. The product of
the two adjacent values, the new detected one and the previous
one, is calculated and used for the zero-crossing detection. If the
product is positive, then no zero-crossing happens; whereas if it
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is negative or equal to zero, then the zero-crossing just happens
at this moment. As displayed in the window of Fig. 9, at the be-
ginning from t0 to ti , vc < 0 is satisfied and the detected values
have got the same sign. Hence, the product of every two adjacent
values will be positive until it comes to ti and ti+1 , where the
two values of vc are detected as vi

c and vi
+1

c . Since vi
c<0 and

vi
+1

c > 0 are satisfied and their product will be negative at this
moment, ti+1 will be considered as the first zero-crossing point
of vc . After that, vc becomes positive (from ti+1 to tj ) and there-
fore the product of every two adjacent values becomes positive
again until it comes to tj and tj+1 , where the two instantaneous
values vj

c and vj+1
c begin to have opposite signs. The product

becomes negative at this moment and tj+1 will be considered
as the second zero-crossing point of vc . Then, vc becomes nega-
tive (from vj+1 to vn ) and the calculated product keeps positive,
which means no zero-crossings. When it comes to tn and tn+1 ,
the product of the two detected values (vn

c and vn+1
c ) becomes

negative another time and the third zero-crossing point of vc

will be tn+1 . Similar for the three zero-crossing points of vb ,
the product of every two adjacent values of vb is calculated suc-
cessively for identification. Positive sign of the product means
no zero-crossings and negative sign or zero means the arrival of
a zero-crossing point.

However, the actual zero-crossing points of vc in Fig. 9 are
A, B, and C, which are just between ti and ti+1 , tj and tj+1
and tn and tn+1 , respectively. Hence, time advance or time
delay will be inevitably generated in the zero-crossing detection
process. To minimize this time error, higher sampling frequency
is recommended, with which ti+1 , tj+1 , and tn+1 will become
closer to the actual zero-crossing points.

In the proposed signal reforming process (also taking va as
the reference voltage), when vc crosses the zero-line at ti+1 , the
coefficient k will be calculated using the instantaneous values
of va and vb at ti+1 . Since ti+1 is not the actual zero-crossing
point of vc and therefore the detected vi+1

a and vi+1
b will not

be the right values either, which means truncation error always
exists during calculation. To reduce this error, average value
of the two memorized points, (vi

a + vi+1
a )/2 and(vi

b + vi+1
b )/2,

instead of vi+1
a and vi+1

b , are employed for the calculation of k at
ti+1 . Similar for other zero-crossing points of phase voltage vc

and vb , average values ((vj
a + vj+1

a )/2 and (vj
b + vj+1

b )/2 at tj+1 ,
(vn

a + vn+1
a )/2 and (vn

b + vn+1
b )/2 at tn+1 , etc.) are employed

for the zero-crossing detection during operation to achieve a
reduction of the truncation error.

B. Experiments

As described in Section II, the conventional SRF-PLL per-
forms effectively under amplitude jump, phase deviation and
frequency shift conditions. In Fig. 10, similar test scenario in
Section II is created, which are 50% amplitude jump (from
3.11 to 1.55 V), about 90° phase deviation and 5 Hz frequency
increasing (from 50 to 55 Hz). The performance is displayed
in Fig. 10(b) and when distortions happen, the SRF-PLL has
successfully regulated vq to zero. With a high bandwidth, the
recovery time is around 3 ms and the estimated phase angle θ
is clean enough for application. This result has validated the

Fig. 10. Performance of the conventional SRF-PLL under balanced sinusoidal
conditions; (a) grid conditions and the phase angle; (b) grid conditions and vq .

Fig. 11. Performance of the conventional SRF-PLL without bandwidth re-
duction; (a) grid conditions and the phase angle; (b) grid conditions and vq .

high efficiency of the SRF-PLL under balanced sinusoidal grid
conditions.

However, if three-phase imbalances and harmonics are con-
sidered, the SRF-PLL will fail to capture the precise phase infor-
mation. Similar grid conditions in Section II are created, where
the amplitudes of vb and vc are half and one-fifth of va and an
about 90° phase deviation is designed. The fifth, seventh, and
seventh harmonics are 10%, 15%, and 15% of the fundamental
component, respectively. In Fig. 11, with a high bandwidth, vq

is regulated to zero in (b), but the perturbations are inherited
directly by the PLL control loop and heavily distorted phase
angle is estimated in (a) finally.

To attenuate the variations of the estimated phase angle, the
bandwidth of the SRF-PLL control loop should be significantly
reduced through modifying the PI compensator, which will be at
expense of increasing the response time of the PLL algorithm.
In Fig. 12(b), with bandwidth reduction, the recovery time is
delayed to about 80 ms to generate an acceptable phase angle.
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Fig. 12. Performance of the conventional SRF-PLL with bandwidth reduction;
(a) grid conditions and the phase angle; (b) grid conditions and vq .

Fig. 13. Performance of the signal reforming process under sinusoidal condi-
tions; (a) grid conditions; (b) signal reforming results.

The proposed PLL algorithm dedicates to reform the three-
phase grid voltages. Under sinusoidal grid conditions, this can
be achieved at one zero-crossing point, after which balanced se-
quences are generated. va is chosen as the reference all along and
the signal reforming process will be suspended when it crosses
the zero line. The test conditions are displayed in Fig. 13(a). In
Fig. 13(b), after the occurrence of the imbalance, the statuses
of the waveforms can be identified as (ma , mb , mc) = (0, 1, 1),
which indicates a state of X5 , whose crossing phase is vb . Then,
the reforming process will be implemented exactly at the arrival
of this zero-crossing point. Through the reforming, v∗

c and v∗
b

are finally derived and the new sequences (v∗
a , v∗

b , v∗
c ) are well

balanced. In practical implementation, there are always some
slight broken joints at those zero-crossing points where the sig-
nal reforming process is implemented. They are mainly caused
by the truncation error in digital processing and can be reduced
through increasing the sample rate and also applying high pre-
cision hardware, including the D/A, A/D and DSP. Until now,
the three-phase imbalance distortion is finally transformed to
an amplitude jump pattern (here the amplitude of the new se-

Fig. 14. Performance of the PLL with signal reforming under sinusoidal
conditions; (a) signal reforming results and the estimated phase angle; (b) signal
reforming results and vq .

Fig. 15. Performance of the signal reforming process with harmonics; (a) grid
conditions; (b) results of the signal reforming process.

quences is the same with the former well-balanced waveforms),
which is within the capability of the SRF-PLL algorithm.

The performance of the proposed PLL algorithm with sig-
nal reforming is displayed in Fig. 14, where clean phase angle
information is estimated with a recovery time of about 4.4 ms.

Then, odd harmonics are considered and similar grid condi-
tions in Section II are created. Because of the harmonics, multi-
ple zero-crossing may appear at the end of these states (X1–X6).
The former sate predicting approach based on status detection
will not be qualified and the approach of monitoring is applied
to determine the zero-crossing points. The performance of the
signal reforming is displayed in Fig. 15 and va is chosen as the
reference voltage all along to balance the other two. (a) is the
primary grid conditions, where grid distortion happens at a cer-
tain time. In (b), after distortion, a multiple zero-crossing (three
crossings) appears. Through monitoring, the crossing phases of
all the three crossings are identified as va and the signal reform-
ing will be suspended then. The next zero-crossing comes at
vc = 0 and then the signal reforming is implemented and the
primary signals are balanced exactly at this point.
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Fig. 16. Performance of the proposed PLL with signal reforming under bal-
anced grid conditions; (a) reformed waveforms and the phase angle; (b) reformed
waveforms and vq .

Fig. 17. Performance of the proposed PLL with signal reforming under dis-
torted conditions; (a) balanced waveforms and the phase angle; (b) balanced
waveforms and vq .

After signal reforming, the negative sequences of the primary
signals are removed without damage to the phase angle infor-
mation. The new balanced sequences (v∗

a , v∗
b , v∗

c ) are assigned to
a SRF-PLL for phase estimation. Benefiting from this, the phase
estimation error from three-phase imbalances can be eliminated
and the speed of the SRF-PLL can be greatly enhanced.

The performances of the signal reforming-based PLL algo-
rithm under well-balanced grid conditions (amplitude jump,
phase deviation, and frequency shift in Section II) and heav-
ily distorted grid conditions (with three-phase imbalances and
odd harmonics added) are displayed in Figs. 16 and 17, re-
spectively. In Fig. 16, the reformed three-phase waveforms are
almost the same with the origin signals (see Fig. 10) with no
damage to the phase information and with enhanced PI param-
eters; the expected clean phase angle is derived in about 3 ms.
Under heavily distorted conditions in Fig. 17, the proposed PLL
algorithm can capture the clean phase angle in about 16 ms.

C. Comparison With Other PLLs

To evaluate the performance of the proposed signal
reforming-based PLL algorithm, another two typical PLLs, the

Fig. 18. Performance of the DDSRF-PLL under well balanced grid conditions;
(a) grid conditions and the estimated phase angle; (b) grid conditions and the
estimated vq .

Fig. 19. Performance of the DDSRF-PLL under heavily distorted grid condi-
tions; (a) grid conditions and the estimated phase angle; (b) grid conditions and
the estimated vq .

DDSRF-PLL in [22] and the DSC-PLL in [25], are tested un-
der the same grid conditions that are defined in Section II. As
described previously, the first test scenario includes amplitude
jump (50%), phase deviation (90°) and frequency shift (5 Hz)
under sinusoidal grid conditions and the second one has added
three-phase imbalances and odd harmonics where multiple zero-
crossings are created.

In the DDSRF-PLL, with two synchronous reference frames
rotating at opposite directions and also a decoupling network,
the fundamental positive and negative sequences can be sepa-
rated. As illustrated in literature, low-pass filters are employed
for the decoupling network and a typical value 0.707 is chosen as
the ratio between the cut-off frequency and the grid fundamen-
tal frequency. For the first scenario under balanced sinusoidal
conditions, the performance of the DDSRF-PLL is displayed
in Fig. 18, where the dynamic process lasts for about 20 ms.
Whereas for the second scenario under heavily distorted grid
conditions, the performance of the DDSRF-PLL is displayed in
Fig. 19, where the dynamic process lasts for about 25 ms.

The other PLL algorithm tested for evaluation is the DSC-
PLL. A delayed signal cancellation algorithm is designed
under stationary (αβ) reference frame to remove the negative
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Fig. 20. Performance of the DSC-PLL under balanced grid conditions; (a)
grid conditions and the estimated phase angle; (b) grid conditions and the
estimated vq .

Fig. 21. Performance of the DSC-PLL under heavily distorted grid conditions;
(a) grid conditions and the estimated phase angle; (b) grid conditions and the
estimated vq .

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF EACH PLL ALGORITHM

SRF-PLL DDSRF -PLL DSC-PLL Proposed
PLL

Recovery time (Scenario I) 3 ms 20 ms 12 ms 3 ms
Recovery time (Scenario II) 80 ms 25 ms 18 ms 16 ms
Computing time 10.67 μs 28.68 μs 23.34 μs 12.78 μs

sequences, after which a conventional SRF-PLL structure is ap-
plied for phase estimation. Under the first well-balanced grid
conditions, the performance of the DSC-PLL is displayed in
Fig. 20. The recovery time of the DSC-PLL from the dynamic
process is about 12 m. Whereas under heavily distorted grid
conditions, its performance is displayed in Fig. 21, where the
recovery time from dynamics lasts about 18 ms.

Table II lists the comparison results for each PLL algorithm
based on the theoretical ideas and experiments. The recovery
time from dynamics under well-balanced and heavily distorted
grid conditions is mainly considered for an intuitive evaluation.
Also, the computing time of the each PLL algorithm is also
estimated in Table II.

The previous evaluations indicate that the proposed signal
reforming-based PLL has got a fast and competitive dynamic

response. Furthermore, the implementation of the signal reform-
ing technique is quite simple and straightforward. Low-pass fil-
ters for decoupling in the DDSRF-PLL and adaptive all-pass
filters for phase shift in DSC-PLL are not necessary. The sim-
plicity and fast recovery capability make it a very promising
approach in three-phase PLLs.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel three-phase PLL algorithm has been proposed for
grid-connected power converters in this paper. It focuses on
the reforming of the primary three-phase voltages before phase
estimation. The proposed signal reforming technique succeeds
in balancing the grid voltages at the zero-crossing points, even
with multiple zero-crossings that caused by harmonics. This
has eliminated the phase estimation error of the SRF-PLL from
imbalances and enhanced its response speed with a higher band-
width. Experimental result from a laboratory prototype has val-
idated the performance of the proposed PLL algorithm. It has a
rapid and precise character and is flexible for application. This
PLL algorithm provides a novel solution for the phase estimation
in three-phase systems, which emphasizes on the reforming of
primary signals rather than improving the grid synchronization
methodologies.
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